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The time is past
of knowledge in the service of man
the symposiums are finished
the centennial windshield stickers
have long since peeled off
but still
will what we did that year
bring knowledge in the betterment of man
or one hundred more \ ears
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William P. Schoen, Dean of the
School of Dentistry
Robert C. Nicolay, Professor of Psychology
XXXIV
Major George A. Joulwan, Military Science
vr
Alvo E. Albini, Director of Public Relations Walter P. Peters, S.J., Acting Chair-




1. Major Academic Symposium - "Man in the
Urban Complex"
September 29, 30 and morning of October 1,
1969 (Mon., Tues., Wed.)
2. Academic Convocation
October 1, 1969 (Wed. afternoon)
Honorary degrees
3. Centennial Alumni Dinner
Honorary degree recipients, guests and alumni
October 1, 1969 (Wed. evening)
4. Major Academic Symposium - "The Brain and
Human Behavior"




6. Stritch Medical Dinner
November 25, 1969
Regular program
7. Major Academic Symposium - "Current Evo-
lution of Man's Sense of Values"
January 5, 6 and morning of 7, 1970 (Mon.,
Tues., Wed.)
8. Academic Convocation
January 7, 1970 (Wed. afternoon)
Honorary degrees
9. Centennial Dinner - by invitation only
January 7, 1970 (Wed. evening)
Special friends and honored guests, honorary
degree recipients
10. Major Academic Symposium - "Freedom and
the Human Sciences"
January 7 (morning), 8, 9 (Wed., Thurs., Fri.)
11. Mid-year Commencement
February 1, 1970 (Sun.)
12. Major Academic Symposium - "Higher Educa-
tion—Unity or Diversity"
April 6, 7 and morning of 8, 1970 (Mon., Tues.,
Wed.)
13. Academic Convocation
April 8, 1970 (Wed. afternoon)
Honorary degrees
14. Centennial Dinner - by invitation only
April 8, 1970 (Wed. evening)
Special friends and honored guests, honorary
degree recipients
15. Commencement




1870 - Loyola officially opened its doors on Sep-
tember 5. The faculty consisted of four
professors and the student body of 37 young
men.
1871 - The college escaped unharmed the great fire
which gutted most of Chicago. Museum of
natural history was established at the school.
1875 - Loyola Debating Society founded; oldest ac-
tive student organization.
1892 - Scientific academy and a camera club or-
ganized.
1895 - College celebrated its silver jubilee. Pope
Leo XIII conveyed his blessings to Loyola.
Four hundred and ninety-four students were
enrolled at the time. Up to this period, a
total of 1,500 students had matriculated at
the college.
1900 - Initiated a post-graduate course in philos-
ophy. Began granting graduate degrees.
1904 - Formed College of Arts and Sciences.
1906 - Purchased 25 acres at Devon Ave. and
Sheridan Rd. in Rogers Park, overlooking
Lake Michigan.
1908 - The first professional school - LAW -
was established at Loyola.
1909 - Put up the first building on the Rogers Park
tract to house Loyola Academy.
Founding of the Stritch School of Medicine.
Loyola receives a charter from the State of
Illinois.
1912 - Cudahy Science Hall built on Rogers Park
site; Loyola University Press established.
1913 - Created the Loyola University Lecture
Bureau, forerunner of the Sociology De-
partment.
1914 - Rev. Frederic Siedenburg, S.J., opened the
School of Social Work—the first established
at a Roman Catholic institution of higher
learning in the U.S.
Established University College, Loyola's
evening school.
First women students admitted to the Uni-
versity.
1918 - Two units of the Student Army Training
Corps organized on October 1. The first
unit was a general one made up of 230 men;
the second unit was medical consisting of
190 students from the medical school.
Summer School was established.
1920 - School marked its 50th anniversary.
1921 - More than 2,000 students in the University.
1922 - Founded the Correspondence Study division,
making Loyola one of the few universities
in the world to offer college courses through
the correspondence method.
Established the School of Business Admin-
istration.
1923 - Established the School of Dentistry.
1924 - Launched the school newspaper, "The Loy-
ola News."
.,1926 - Formally established the Graduate School.
Loyola's Chapter of Blue Key was estab-
lished.
1929 - Pi Gamma Mu, National Social Science Hon-
or Society established at Loyola.
1930 - Dedicated the Elizabeth M. Cudahy Library
at the Lake Shore campus.
Formed the Board of Lay Trustees.
Phi Alpha Rho, honorary debating frater-
nity established at Loyola.
1933 - Evening Commerce School courses offered
at the Lake Shore campus.
1933 - Graduate School began courses at the Lake
Shore campus.
Establishment of Honors program.
1934 - West Baden College (Bellarmine School of
Theology), West Baden, Indiana, affiliated
with Loyola.
Medical School opened its own dispensary.
Previously at Mercy Hospital.
Approval of the Master of Education degree,
subject to regulation formulated by the
Graduate School.
1935 - Initiated plans to establish the first fully-
accredited collegiate School of Nursing in
the state of Illinois.
1936 - Madonna della Strada Chapel cornerstone
laid.
1938 - Opened the School of Theology at West Baden
College.
Began construction of Madonna della Strada
Chapel at the Lake Shore campus.
1939 - Chapter of Alpha Sigma Nu - National Jesuit
Honorary Society introduced.
1941 - Founded the Institute of Industrial Relations,
the first graduate program of its kind in the
Middle West.
Loyola Center for Child Guidance and Psy-
chological Service was established by Rev.
C. J. Doyle, S.J.
1942 - Doctor of Education degree established.
1943 - From March 15 through June 30 with the co-
operation of the Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration, Loyola offered a course designed
to prepare teachers of pre-aviation subjects
and prospective ground school instructors
in aeronautics; no academic credit granted.
1944 - Establishment of the Veteran's Administra-
tion Office.
1946 - Acquired Lewis Towers, formed the nucleus
of the downtown campus.
1947 - Establishment of the Office of the University
Examiner of Credentials under Bertram J.
Steggert.
1948 - R.O.T.C. unit introduced at the Lake Shore
campus.
First Vice-President of the University
appointed.
1949 - Four year nursing program established.
Coed Club founded.
1952 - University College Student Council estab-
lished.
1954 - Acquired the Law School building at 41 East
Pearson St.
1955 - Business Men for Loyola University or-
ganized.
Erection of Loyola Hall (now Campion Halll
— a men's residence on the Lake Shore
campus.
Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., be-
comes the 20th president of Loyola.
1956 - Master of Science curriculum in Oral Anat-
omy established. Name of curriculum
changed to Oral Biology in 1960.
1957 - The University took over Dumbach Hall on
the Lake Shore campus from Loyola Acad-
emy, which moved to Wilmette.
Graduate degree in chemistry, M.S. and
Ph. D. programs established.
I.B.M. installations acquired; official
name changed to Data Processing Center in
1961.
1958 - Circumference, the Women's Leadership
Honor sorority was established at Loyola.
1960 - Master of Science curriculum in Dental Sci-
ence established.
1961 - Women's Board established.
1962 - Formed the Rome Center of Liberal Arts,
first program sponsored by an American
university in the Eternal City.
Opened the Pere Marquette Center at Lewis
Towers, combination study and social
center.
1963 - Loyola won national basketball championship.
1964 - Offer graduate program in nursing.
Loyola's Tom O'Hara sets world's record
for indoor mile run (3:56.4 seconds) which
has never been broken.
1965 - Formed Bellarmine School of Theology in
North Aurora.
Established Center for Research in Urban
Government (CRUG) to train specialists
in urban government and to carry out re-
search programs in the complex problems
of urban living.
1966 - Established M.B.A. program to meet de-
mands of industry for more highly trained
executives.
Launched doctoral program in Classical
Studies.
Constructed 10-story Science classroom
(Damen Hall) on Lake Shore campus.
1967 - Opened new school of medicine at Maywood,
Illinois.
Created department of anthropology.
Established in-service training program at
School of Social Work.
Offered masters program in biology.
1968 - Established training program for dental as-
sistants and oral hygienists at dental school.
Built additional wing to Elizabeth M. Cud-
ahy Library at Lake Shore campus.
Erected five story Julia Deal Lewis Li-
brary at Lewis Towers.
Constructed Men's Dormitory, Campus
Center and Theatre at Lake Shore campus.
Built 451-bed University teaching hospital,
Dental School and Clinic at University's




Mr. Joshua B. Glasser
Mr. John D. Gray
Mr. Albert E. Jenner, Jr.
Theodore K. Lawless, M.D.
Mr. Jerome W. Van Gorkom
Mrs. W. Lydon Wild
Mr. Samuel W. Witwer
Alumni Citations
Nicholas J. Balsamo, M.D.
Joseph T. Brophy, D.D.S.
Miss Mary T. Burke
Sister Ann Ida Cannon, B.V.M.
Honorary Alumni
Mrs. Ramona Hayes Healy
Mr. Samuel Insull, Jr.
Rev. Paul J. Hickey
Mr. James A. Hogan, Jr.
Mr. John R. Horan
Mr. John S. Kavanaugh
Mr. Thomas F. Waldron
Edmund N. Bacon Carl A. S. Coan
Eli Ginzberg
XXXVIli
James L. Hetland, Jr.
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Doctor of Humane Letters
Rev. Ernan McMullin William G. Caples
President, Kenyon College











Viktor E. Frankl, M.D., Ph. D.
Dr. Michael Polanyi







Dr. Leonard B. Meyer
Dr. Robert K. Merton
Dr. Kenneth E. Boulding
Dr. Mircea Eliade
Dr. Hannah Arendt
Dr. R. Ninian Smart








J.C. Eccles, Nobel Winner
Dr. Alex G. Karczmar




Current Evolution of Man's Sense of Values
Rev. George H. Dunne, S.J., Ph.D. His Excellency Hans L. Martensen, D.D., S.T.D.
Bishop of Copenhagen
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The time is past
when we would wonder
about those anonymous
people
who controlled our •school
the jokes still ring true-
about seeing Fr. Maguire
only at
orientation and graduation
the execs were as
fluid as out
thoughts of time past.
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PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
Very Reverend James F. Maguire, S.J.
34
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VICE PRESIDENTS
Reverend Raymond C. Baumhart, S.J., Exec-
utive Vice President and Acting Vice President
of the Medical Center
Richard A. Matre, Vice President
and Dean of Faculties
W. Daniel Conrovd, Vice President for Devel-
opment, Public Relations, and Alumni Relations
Wayne F. Tinkle, Vice President and
Dean of Students




Very Reverend James F. Maguire.
S.J.. Chairman
Rev. John W. Bieri, S.J.
Rev. Felix P. Biestek. S.J.
Rev. Stewart E. Dollard, S.J.
Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J.
Rev. Edward J. Drummond. S.J.
Rev. Hugh E. Dunn, S.J.
Rev. Vineent C. Harrigan. S.J.
Rev. Walter Krolikowski, S.J.
Rev. Brian A. McGrath. S.J.
Rev. John V. Mentag, S.J.
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan. S.J.






Raymond C. Baumhari, S.J
Dain G. Becker
John J. Beckman, S.J.
~ Dr. F. Virgil Boyd
James Brophy
*~WTTJaWel Conroyd —• .w
James C. Cox











Msgr. Eugene F. vbyftiu. ."
Dr. Henry R. Malecki
Dr. John G. Masterson
Dr. Richard A. Matre
Elizabeth A. McCann
Michael J. Montague, S.J
Robert E. Murray, SJi
Dr. William B. RlcjL
Hugh B. Rodman^pr;







Dr. John M. Wozniak
Patricia Wysocki
•**
BOARD OF LAY TRUSTEES
Cushman B. Bissell
Mrs. Leigh B. Block
Charles L. Brown
Mrs. James O. Burke
James J.Callahan. M.D.
William Roy Carney
Charles F. Clarke. Jr.
John Coleman. Jr.





Mrs. Paul V. Galvin
Frederick M. Gillies
John S. Gleason. Jr.
Harold F. Grumhaus


















































































James J. Callahan, M.D.







Thomas J. Cavanagh, Jr.
Norman L. Cavedo
John A. Clark

















Hon. Walter J. Cummings
A. J. Cusick
Thomas A. Dean











Hon. Raymond P. Drymalski
Thomas F. Duffy
Edward W. Dunne
Hon. Robert Jerome Dunne
Joseph F. Elward




































William J. Halligan, Sr.





Matthew J. Hickej III
Charles M. Hines
John P. Hoffmann

















































Hon. John V. McCormick
Charles F. McErlean
John P. McGoorty. Jr.
John B. McGuire
Ivan A. McKenna






























































John F. Smith. Jr.


























Henry W. Angsten. Jr.








































































Hon. Raymond P. Drymalski
Edward W. Dunne
Robert F. Dwyer











































































Bernard J. Kiley, Jr.
John H. Kinnare
Weymouth S. Kirkland

















Hon. William J. Lynch
William C. MacDonald

























Walter F. Mullady, Jr.
Aidan E Mullett






























Thomas J. Reedv . Jr.
Joseph J. Regan
Henry Regnery
















John F. Smith. Jr.
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Howard J. Thomas. Jr.

































































Thomas J. B\ rne. Jr.
Mrs. W ni Jerome B) rnes
Mrs Julien J.Caesteeker
Mrs. James J. Callahan
Mrs. Charles B Cannon
Mrs Wm. Rov Carnej
Mrs. John D. Case)
Mrs. John A. Cassin
Mrs Joseph J. Cavanugh
Mrs. Christopher Chamales
Mrs Henr\ T. Chamberlain
Mrs Henr"\ L Charlton
Mrs. Charles F. Clarke. Jr
Mrs John W.Clarke
Mrs. Philip R.Clarke
Mrs. Fairfax M. Cone
Mrs. Timoihx J. Connellj
Mrs, John C. Conner)
Mrs. Thomas J. Coogan
Mrs Thomas b. Cooke
Mrs. James C. Corbetl
Mrs \\ ilium A. Cremin
Mrs. Patrick F. Crowle\
Mrs. Edward Cuduhv
Mrs. Edward M Cummings
Mrs. John F Cuneo
Mrs Richard J. Dale)
Mrs. Thomas A. Dean
Mrs. James M Delane>
Mrs. Louis A. deSmet
Mrs Terrence Dillon
Mrs. James A. Doole)
Mrs William G Doole)
Mrs Querin P. Dorschel
Mrs Ham L Drake
Mrs L\man M Drake. Jr.
Mrs. R Jerome Dunne
Mrs. Paul E. Ekard
Mrs, John N. Estabrook
Mrs, John J. Fahev
Mrs. John \ Farwell. Ill
Mrs. George Fiedler
Mrs. Jerome K Flaherl)
Mrs. Augustine A. Flick. Jr,
Mrs. Robert M. Foley
Mrs. J. Dennis Freund
Mrs. Charles J. Gallacher
Mrs, Paul V Galvin "
Mrs. Malcolm D Gilchrist
Mrs. Frederick M Gillies
Mrs Donald M. Graham
Mrs. Robert F. Graham
Mrs. Joseph F Guilbaull
Mrs, Donald H, Haider
Mrs Emil D. W, Hauser
Mrs. Kenneth B Hawkins
Mrs HarnsHa\«ood
Mrs. Matthew J. Hiokev.Jr.
Mrs. Frank J. Hocan
Mrs. Charles J Holland
Mrs. Arnold Horween
Dr. Helen Howe
Mrs John B Huarisa
Mrs, NeMC Hurlev.Jr.
Mrs. Edward J Hu'tchens
Mrs, Michael L, Igoe
Mrs-Sammuel Insull. Jr.
Mrs, Henr> Porter Isham. Jr.
Mrs, Christian E. Jarchou
Mrs Owen Barton Jones
Miss Ann Jo\ce
Mrs, Joseph T Jo\ce
Mrs, Robert E Joyce
Mrs William Jo\ce
Mrs. Morris L Kaplan
Mrs. Frank L, Karlheiser
Mrs. Joseph S. Kearnex
Mrs. John L, Kellogg
Mrs. John A. Kenneth
Mrs.W. McNeil Kenned)
Mrs. Otto Kerner
Mrs. Edward M. Kcrwin
Mrs. We\ mouth Kirkland
Mrs
. Sidne) R Korshak
Mrs. John R. Laadt
Dr. Anne Lall)
Mrs Joseph B Lanterman
Mrs. William J. Lawlor.Jr.
Mrs. Eugene M. Lennon
Mrs. Arthur T. Leonard
Mrs James J Leuis
Mrs. John R Leu is
Mrs. Thomas A. Lewis
Mrs Edward C Loiielin




Mrs. Charles L. McEvoy
Mrs. John F. McFealters
Mrs. John P. McGoort). Jr
Mrs. Clarence W. Mcintosh
Mrs. Henr) W. Meers
Mrs Joseph T. Me\er
Mrs Robert J Miselj
Mrs JohnS Miller
Mrs. John A. Mornsse\
Mrs. John T. Moss
Mrs Paul L Mullanex
Mrs. \idan I. Mullen
Mrs, Joseph D Murph\
Mrs Lewis C Murtaugh
Mrs. John A Naghten
Mrs, Conard E. Nichoff
Mrs. Leonard J. O'Connor
Mrs. John F O'Keefe
Mrs. John J O'Shauchnessx
Mrs Berhard Pallaseh
Mrs \\ illiam F Petersen
Mrs Robert A. Podesla
Mrs FdwardS. Price
Mrs. W illiam J, Quinn
Mrs Thomas W. Reed\
Mrs.CharelsJ Remien
Mrs. Thomas A. Reynolds
Mrs, Raxmond E, Robertson
Mrs, Frank J. Rothins
Mrs. Charles J. Roubfk.Sr.
Mrs Arthur Rubloff
Mrs. William J. Schmill
Mrs Maximilian Schwar/
Mrs. Richard \\. Sears. II
Mrs. Thomas W. Sexton
Mrs. \\ illiam Sexton
Mrs, Edward D.Sheehan
Mrs. Donald T Sheridan
Mrs \incenl D. Sill '
Mrs, William J. Sinek
Mrs Waller Bxron Smith
Mrs. John M. Smyth. Jr.
Mrs. Frederick W Specht
Mrs William H. Slanle)
Mrs. Joseph L. Strauss
Mrs. Walter A.Sluhr.Jr.
Mrs. Bolton Sullivan
Mrs. Harold W Sullivan
Mrs. Joseph Francis Sullivan
Mrs. Hampden M. Swift
Mrs Fdw.nR Talbot
Mrs. J. Thomas Taussig
Mrs.T M Thompson
Mrs, Reuben Thorson
Mrs. William J Tuoh)
-Mrs. Frank J. Turk
Mrs. Jerome W. Van Gorkom
Mrs. Waller A. W ade
Mrs. Earl Wa«ner
Mrs, John J Waldron
Mrs Maurice Walk
Mrs, Hempstead Washburne
Mrs. Herbert J. Wall
Mrs. Harold M. Williams
Mrs. L\nn A Williams. Jr































John P. McGoorty, Jr.
William P. OKeefe
John J. Waldron, vice chairman
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PARENTS ASSOCIATES OF LOYOLA
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Baran,
general chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Mark McDonough,
vice chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Ignatius Kudia. secretary
Mrs. Erwin Arendt, treasurer
Mr. and Mrs. John Adam
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bilodeau
Mr. and Mrs. William Buhl
Mr. and Mrs. George Cain
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dickelman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Farrell
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Finnell




































as the time past
and the seasons changed
we could rely on one
eternal constant
in the finest traditions
of jebbie run conservative reaction
the "'powers that be
1 '
killed the forces for change
in the endless bureaucratic
bull of knowledge in the service of
man
M»41 *
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ADMISSIONS
John J. Beckman, S.J., Director










no longer are we enrolled
sometimes day sometimes night school
the year of going to talk
to father Cunningham at the
law school
or hear someone at hines
is not only a thought-concept
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impractical) 0*^^ ^u f
business courses ^^ 4?
are over _ « Iff
as are those long nursing practicals
but they are still so clear
in our minds
that we fail to see
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Miss Mary Louise McPartlin
Director of Home Study Proeram
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INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Frank A. Steinhart
Assistant to the Director
























Father Raymond Baumhart, SJ
Acting Vice-President of Medical Center
John Masterson



























Rev. Roger J. Caplis, Dean of Students Rev. Msgr. Euaene F. Lyons, President
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Virgil F. Boyd, Dean
90

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK





Mary Jo Shannon, assistant to the dean
Henry R. Malecki. Dean
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The nites are now past
for showing i.d.s. to
bleary eyed student guards
no longer will we have
to stand in line for the
mediocrity of a.r.a.
the orange football jerseys
have been hung up at gonzaga
our rooms at winthrop
kenmore st. joes
aren't ours anymore




Front: John McNamee, James Mariani, Ken Buehlmar,
Gene McMahon; Back: John Klimala, Don Liebentritt, Vince






















































































now the gym is empty
but we can still hear the
frantic cheers of so man} b-ball
games
the pool is calm
but we still remember
its turbulence in that one
water polo game
max bejust ma\ be
they would have even fixed up the
athletic field
by now
but we still remember








Front: Kathie Wiewiora, Bev Mann, Maggie Rodrigez. Fran Bar-
sano. Middle: Jo Alesi, Diane kaye. Diane Carbello. Mary Ann
Allegra, Diane Brown. Back: Sherr\ Badis. Dulcenee Doheny,














Jerry Lyne, assistant coach
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KARATE CLUB
Front: Ichiro Kagei, Mark Turner, Lou Pagido, Karl Dy-
trych, Carlen Kopec, Ricardo Espinoza, Linda Bussan,
Middle: Pat Schmidt. Marietta Didier, Phil Yee, Kathy
iv^flin
Folmar, Donna Burns, Diane Sysulveda. Back: Ronald












Front: Jerry Brozowski, Ray Gryska, Jim Laski. Rich Lang. Pat Cullen, Mike Moran, Rich Mullins. Back:
Harry Shea, Don Schmidt, Chuck Campana, Mike Slywka, George Marks, Bob Molaro, Bruce Hattemer,
John Zakarija, Coach Mullins.
Jim Laski, Pat Cullen.
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its a long time past
since the black book was in
your possession
and the endless streams of smokers
ended only to begin anew
but the greek life is
still able to be summed up in the
word brother sister
whether as an organization we
were good or bad is unimportant
we were a community of sisters
of brothers
of friends
that what is important
is that that held us together
and that that held us together was





















Frank Cioppettini, John Corcoran, Shemp Destecles, Bill Galassi.




Front: Ron Sage, Gene Pfretschner, Mike Belluzzi, Gary Stanton, Don
Doyle, Gerry Parker, Dave DeGroh. Back: Mike Burden, Steve Lucek,
Dave Balunas, Rich Eilts, Sandy Diaz, Ken Boncela, Dave Coburn, Rich
Weigel, Joe Schissler, Greg Wojciechowski, Jerry Cismoski, Bob
Mitchell, Tom Kling, Larry Kaufmann, George Mahoney.
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Front: Bob Racici, Ed Welch, Thomas Podraza, Dennis
Kowalski, Michael Higgins, Grer Goergen, Steve Bare,
Robert Reiser, Mick Sekura, Jim Wabich, Steve Swiezy.
Back: Frank Azzara, Ken Mach, John Marzinelli.
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Robert Pernini, Felix Niespodziewanski, Leonard Seivert, John Petra-
kovitz, Phillip Mitchell, Joe Tully.
Y-£»'
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John Natale, Vincent Radosta, Greg Schoew
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Front: John Cook, Robert Fontana, Michael Debre, John Boyc-
huck, Michael Wierzbicki, Jim Wielgolewski, Robert Zabielski,
Greg Bernacki, Walt Hammel, Bob Chimis, Larry Antosz.
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ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Front: Barbara Molloy, Veryl Gambino, Kathy OToole,
Janice Aiello, Back: Lesley Romano, Margie Ivers, Mary
Lynne Braband, Marilyn McShane, Jeannette Korda, Kathy
Stack.
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Front: kathy Skowrnek, Bette Vlamis, Mary Lynne Bra-
band, Jeannette korda, Judy Kreckler. Second: Pat Stack.
Sue Slingerland, JoAnn Paschcn. Carol Robins, kathy
O'Toole, Ilge klavins, Veryl Gambino, Paula Wink. Third:
Connie Stackura. Margie hers. Janet Luetkemeyer, Eileen
Heyduk. Carol Calderaro. Barbara Gossen. Janice Aiello.
Barbara DeBellis. Joan Riley, kathy Stack. Back: Lesley
Romano, Maureen Brodarick, Christine Howard. Marilyn
McShane. Barbara Molloy, Barbara Fisher.
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Front: Joe Griffin, Mike Hennigan. Mike Kennedy,
Dan Reidy. Back: Fr. Brannon, George Weiss, Jim
Navetta, Craig Lopatka, Bob Essig, Pete Tantillo.
Front: Dave Draber. Ron Harris, Ron Skowronek.
Rich McGourty, Middle: Greg Storbel, John Basich,
Mich Brady, Tim Grennan, John O'Donnell. Back:
Tom Unterfranz, Pat Quinn, Ron Bikus, Frank Ze-
man, Joe Cotugno, Greg Stump, Bill Llosa.
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Front: Tony Cascino, Kevin O'Connor. Kevin
Burke, Tom McNulty. Middle: Casey Lorenc,
Chuck Krusling, Ken Gregie, Mike Hendrik-
sen, Jim Morrill. Back: Howie Kahan, Chet





First Row: Sue Kovall, Marilyn Burger, Jeanne Corbett, Joyce Hooker, Linda
Kucaba. Second Row: Linda Connolly, Phillis Palka, Kathy Kenealy, Kathy King.
Third Row: Mary Ann DiOrio, Teresa Powers, Sharon Lorenz, Nancy Broer-




Mary Beth Hennessy, Karen Miller, Diane Herman, Carol Thompson, Nancy Holt.
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DELTA SIGMA PHI
Front: Tzokee Oi, Bob Hunter, Louis Pignotti, Paul Weir.
Tony Guido. Back: Tom Liszka, Angelo Leventis, Paul
DeRosa, Nick Prevas. Al Mecure, Ed Kuleck, Karl Wash.
Front: Mike Hanlev, John Jarosz. Back:
Jim Lehmann, Phil Kotsias.
150
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Kevin Collins, Tom Boyce, Joe Becker, George Goumas,
Russ Calandra. Karl Dytrych, Vince Gianfortune. Dave




leff Pando. Larry Kickey, John Nottoli.
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Joe Giglio. Greg Grisko, Len Cisek. S. M. Fri/ol (moderator).
152
James H. Neuranter Jr., Jim Gianforte, Robert Rizzio, Gary Najdowski. Jack Monco, Tom Heratz. Dr. Frizol





Back: Valerie Dardi, Bonnie Ozuk. Cassandra Talso, Miss Wally:
Middle: Darlene Lorman, Carol Nowicki, Marion Kownacki, Mrs.
Dabek, Mona Swieca, Fran Barsano: Front: Gloria Rybicki, Marty
Moore, Gil Frias, Rita Pinnick, Sandy Rocchi, Jo Alesi.
155
KAPPA DELTA EPSILON
Front: Adrienne Brizach, Janet Malczewski, Frances
Jakubow, Christine Piekarczyk, Patricia Senica.
Back: Rita Walsh, Annmarie McNeela, Debbie Mo-
loney, Rosanne Bohn, Arlene Lukaszewicz, Kathie















k f/ First Row: Eileen Pyrzik, Sharon Zalar, Kathleen
Esposito. Second Row: Agnes Drabik, Judy Hohn-
wald, Barbara Bochenko, Joyce Willis, Debbie Mo-
loney, Marilyn Ganser. Third Row: Christine Smol-









Marge Gill. Elley Kellerhals, Ellie Ward. Marsha Jones. Macaie Buser.
162
Carole Schlass, Kathie Wiewiora, Ruth Wahlberg, Kathy Molenda. Karen Goldberg. Middy DePauw.
Gerry Mann. Pat Higgins. Lydia Konsehuk. Anne Shipley .
163
PI ALPHA LAMBDA
Front: Ja> O'keefe, Pat McNellis, Bob Hausneckt. Glen Lucht.
John Giglio, Sean Seaman, Sam Amirante: Back: Bob Spellman.
Bob Molloy. John McGillen, Phil Hadamich, John Heuser, Bob




Top: Don Pogorzelski, John Bellino, Pat Haley, Carl Laudando, Imba Basalay, Wally
Stawicki, Jerry Kowalski, Bill Barzano, Chet Swiat, Jon Simonelli, Frank Gaudio, Wil-
son Heaton, Rich Maravigla, Tony Mazzulla, Mannie Galvan, Dan Casey, Deek Mina-
rich, Joe Kazmierski, Ted Mannos, Paco Camino, George Marinier, John Biagoni,
Bill Angelo, Bob Lesnak, Frank DeLuca, Joe Claps, Mike Elliott, Lou Orlando. Bottom:









Stephen Borowitz, John Sullivan, Bob Blindauer,
Irwin Benuck, Rich Conway.









1James Carson, Andy Kopolis, John Oglietti, Nick Coletta, Dave












Front: Fred Romano, Gus Valhos, Tim Okal, Paul Hogan. Dennis Daly, Dick Creevy; Back: John Mueller.
Tom Schnabl, Rich Norman, Jay Monahan, Monk Murray. Ed Matthews, Matt Mele, Dave Cowl, Bill Mark-
unus, Bill Clark, Pat Jaae, Dan Drew.
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THETA PHI ALPHA
Front: Mary Hoehl. Row 2:
Laura Litrenti, Marty Rodri-
guez. Janis Meade. Judy Lang-
ley. Row 3: Linda Azzaline.
Elaine Bates. Mary Fran
Dougherty. kathy Bloom. Barb
Petersen. Sharon Miaals.
Front: Betty Herley. Row 2: Cindy Stack. Lynn
Bellezzo. Vicki Van Ellin.
172
m
Front: Cath) Lawler, Carol Benkovic. Peggy Davis. Nancy Creagh. Peg Carrigan. Row
2: Man Locoeo. Sue Barnes. Carrie Campeotlo. Ann Fox. kathy Woods. Judj Dal Bello.
Ruthie McCarvel, Kim Crawford. Phil Piseopo. Sue DeRosia. Row 3: Marcella Pindok.




Front: Pete Tantillo. Vince Radosta,
Al Kutchins; Back: Bob Racic, Ron
Sage.
Front: Frank Hoban, John Cradick, Jerry Cismoski, Kevin
Murphy: Back: Richard Cook, Tim Lavin, Bob Morettii,
Bill Rowan, Paul De Rosa, Fred Czerwionka, John Calandra.
ss^>
PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION
Back: Ellie Ward. Joan Steinbrecker (moderator),
Valerie Dardi, Jo Alesi, Cassandra Talso, Mary-
ann Diorio; Front: Linda Azzaline, Barbara
Petersen. Mar\ Hoehl.
Back: Kathy Stack. Carole
Schloss. Karen Goldberg, Mo-









































































































































Roger H. Simon. Jr.























































































































































































































the million odd booths arej
into the vacuum (
ah those truly were th
but now
















Front: Paul Monell, Mike Geisler, Nick Ferlis; Back: Mike Migely, Kevin McGirr, Tom Banks.
















Friar Charles L. Gdowski
Vincent J. Grant











Luther V. Rhodes, III
Thomas David Roti
Robert S. Scheid









First Row: Jerry Golubski, Wayne Ros, Jom Cooney, Ed Antog-
noli, Charles Lagges, Larry Trzupek, Emil Obradovich, Rich
Mullins. Second Row: Pat Huck, Frank Tudron, Marilyn Unger,
Mary Kris Sopocko, Marge Kazmierski, Pat Fleming, Joyce
Disher, Mary Elen Scanlon, Marty Stimac. Third Row: Rich
Smierciak, Tony Plucinski, John Antolak, Andy Bajkowski, John

























































Cindy Buciak, Ed Doran, Adrian Natalini, Dale Bespalec.




Carol Dubas. Terr) Pulido, Dave Payne, Roger B\rd.
Nancy Lennon. Frank Gaudio.
CHRISTIAN LIFE COMMUNITY
Row 1 (Front to Back): Kathy Guglielmucci, Tim Reuland, Joan Yanz. Karen Gillis, Sue Kovall,
Fr. John Dillon: Row 2: Coreen McNamara, Jim MacArthur, Dan Boyle, John Lavigne. Alice
Ambrosino, Andy Plucinski; Row 3: Vicki Stachowicz, Mary Ann Fontana. Rita Nagel, Mary
Kane, Cathy Rvan, Bob Novak.
194
COED CLUB
Back: Marlene Liss. Judy Hohnwald, Barbara Piekarczyk, Sharon DiVita. kathy Wal-
jeski, Juanita Grozdiak. Mary Ellen Kramer. Pat Pruitt: Front: Christine Piekarczyk,










































Front: Bill Wisnski. Ken Rasinski, Ralph DeVaughn.
Jeff Green. Jon Simonelli. Back: Norm Wheeler. Terry
Kirksing. Ronald Manno. Richard Spira. Dave Duggan,
Paul DeRosa. Paul Tokarz. David DeGroh. Tim Kern.
Rich Brovieri.




Back: Jane Tracy. Doug Guthrie, Sylvia Katz, Ron Nicholas,
Pat Summers. Mary Chris Sapocko, Joe Trahey, Camille
Cieslik, Fr. John Trahey, Noreen Tobin, Larry Lucido,
Lynn Hejna, Regina O'Brien, Tim Shine, Jackie Pepitone;
Front: Mary Ellen McGarry, Kathy Pantelakis, Mary Datz,



















Brian Forgue, Sandy Lenart,
DiVincenzo, Ruby DeGryse.
Elaine Bruggemeier, Tony Jerry Angst, Keith London, Bill Cummins
200
CHARDIN ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Nancy Lennon, Walter Paas, Paul Caronera, Mary Rita Egan, Susan Engleman, John Molfese, Mike Cattalano,
Francis Manno.
Ben Perrino, John Tandarich, Cas-
sandra Talso, Konrad Nagatoshi.
201
FLYING CLUB
John Grib, Wayne Zawila, John O'Keefe, Arnold Muzzarelli,




James Breckenridge. Paul Hirening, Bob Kelly, Whoopee




















Diana Marezuk. Pedro A. Suarez, S. J.. Paul Flores, Artemio Rimanda, Juan Nieves,
Eduardo Ferriol, Jose Valera, Esther Diaz, Angel Luis Lopez, Jorge E. Indaeoehea,
Gonzalo R. Ballon-Landa. Jose Elias Lopez, Alfonso Lara Perez, Agripina Sepulueda,
Allan Pawlikowski, Cheryl Pieeinini. Marti Verastegui, Laurel Triee. Rosalie San-




Back: Maury Possley; Row 2: Dan Welter. Steve Sandford, Mary Young. Pete
Synkiewicz; Row 3: Chuck Hollingcr, Brain Novak (co-editor-in-chief), Anne




Back: Steve Morgen, Marilee Reynolds, Diane Rohlman, Pat Smith. Mary
Margaret Young, Jerry Fritz; Front: Pat Modell, Jerrv Olszowka.
211
THE LOYOLAN
Ted Smith, alias Master, alias Editor-in-Chief
Peggy Ochab, alias Associate Editor
Dan Tracy, alias Embittered, Disgruntled Ex-Amateur
Journalist, alias Layout Editor
John Esposito. alias Editor of
Photography
213
Marty Moore, alias Graduate Editor
Danielle Krol, alias LT Braneh Office Editor
214
Dave Palen, alias Copy Editor, alias Scapegoat
Benita Zarling, alias Photographer
215
Tina Lee, alias Artist,
alias Missinc Person






















Dave Schaab. alias Photographer, alias Uncle Al,
Kiddies" Pal













Mike Nigro. Diana Her-
mann, Tom Stack, Dave
Fowler, Sam Amirante.
Lynn Gartski, John Kar-
amanski, Mary Jane
Nick. Bill Winn, Marsha
Hoffman, Mary Lauer.
220
Sharon Stachowiak Tom Kelly






Paul Bellisario. Dr. Laube. Marvin Bates, George Konchar. Mike Malinow-
si, Anita Quish, Carol Landini.
224
Dr. Vlasi. Salvatore Scaletta, Pasquale Florino. Cathryn Cassata. Francis
Manno, Ben Perrino, Marie Ann Houle, James Palka.
225
MARKETING CLUB




Row 1: Cathy Herscher, Bridget Malinowski, Chris Malocha. Linda Pratl. Doris
Slomczewski, Carol Guziec, Pat Pruitt, Sandy Rocchi, Rick Walters. Linda Chris-
tiansen, Ann Bollero, Pat Stack; Row 2: Pat King, Sister Joan Lopina. Bob Hausk-
necht, Nancy Jakocko, Vicki Solinski, Karen Schaeffer. Charles Gress, Norm Zien-
ty. Bill Solinski, Tom Martin, Dr. Raymond Coughlin (Moderator): Row 3: Bob
















































































































Rev. Kenneth J. Pierre
Joseph P. Reser










Cadet Murphy, Cadet Phillips, General Hannum.
230
DRILL TEAM
Cadet Lewis, Cadet McGarr, Cadet Bubak, Cadet Bernacici, Cadet Frank, Cadet Fale, Cadet Boychuck, Cadet Posey,
Cadet Sehwartz, Cadet Lietkemeyer, Cadet Vanhooser. Cadet Cook, Cadet Lorenc, Cadet Poe, Cadet Phillips.
231
RANGERS
Front: Cadet Scowronek, Cadet Veverka, Cadet Martin,
Cadet Putis, Cadet Dillon, Cadet Benjamine, Cadet Putis,
Msg. Taylor, Cadet Clausi; Back: Cadet Bunjor. Cadet Matz,
Cadet (J Hern, Cadet Combs, Cadet Schlake, Cadet Zakarija!
GOLD TORCH
Cadet Benjamin
Front: Cadet Combs, Cadet Lee,
Cadet Lichay: Back: Cadet Hensel,
Cadet Blackman. Cadet Roemer,




Front: Cadet Kemph, Cadet Matz, Cadet Young, Cadet Fitzpatrick; Middle: Cadet



















































Sylvia Alvino, Ken Kenean, Bill Cummins
237
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD




























Back: Ostap Kashuba, Roman T. Ciapalo. Dr. Vasyl Markus, Walter Ryaak,




Walter Kramer, Dee Diameter, Bill Hampes, Tony Eirich,
Ray Radius. Larrv Shroth. Chet Circumference.
243
WASMANN BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
* EHU i —
Front: Bob Smoltz, Mary Kay Skorcz,
Kathy Morgan: Middle: Nick Fran-
cona, John Sutula, John Whittaker:
Back: Stephen Kosmalski, Thomas
Cozzi. Donald Cyborski, Tom
Castillo.
244
Front: Virginia Wohltmann. George Harris:
Back: David deGroh. Steve Trobiani, Sue




Mike Stanfa, Sue Reynolds. Manuel Galvan.
246
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Front: Richard Smith. Victoria Wagner, Barbara Skowronski.
Norbert Kotscha. Back: John Hebert, Louis Nemecek, Bob Edge-
worth, James Haleas Jr., Brian Forgue, Bob Burger, Joe Folisi.
V2///U\i ,,,L vuueut!
First Row: Norm Zienty, Doris Farland, Pat Raman, Lynnea
Kasmar, Peggy Young. Second Row: Fran Manno, Bob Harlib.
Marilyn Unger, John Cyr, Diane Kaye, Linda Silianoff, Lee Jack-
wig, Chris Tremback. Third Row: Lou Nemecek, F. J. Clauser,




and birth and rebirth




the come and go
once ours
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John Scott Aiello Thomas Alexander Mary Almerigi
SBr*avr\v.•»v if*;
Svlvia Alvino Sam Amirante Rubv Amoroso
Harley Andrzejewski James Archibald Carol Atzhorn
Michael Avianone Linda Azzaline James Bachner
250
Shirley Bailey Mary Catherine Bandemer Virginia Bardwell
Michael Barkhorn Michael Barnes William J. Barzano
Elaine Bates Carl Bayer William Beck
Jean Becker Joseph Becker Barbara Bednard
251
Edward Behen George Bellas Lynn Belle/zo Joseph Bellipanni
Tonv Benard Charles Benda Erwin Benuck
Marc Bermann John Bernath Joseph Bessel Richard Bessette
Michael Betlinski Michael Bielawa Paul Biesemeyer
252
Frank Bisa Pamela Bocian Ann Bollero Robert Bonk
Michael Boskovic Mary Braband Zita Bravit
James Breckenridae Birszer Brinck-Lund James Brooks Diane Brown
Joachim Brown James Bruton Nancy Brzezinski
253
John Bullaro Daniel Burd/inski Debbie Burke
John Burke Donna Burns Michael Burns
Katherine Bussian Linda Bussan Peter Brazis
Carmen Butler Andrew Byrne Loretta Byrne
254
Thomas Cahil John Calaaro Robert Calvaresi
James Camino Carl Campione James Canik
Margaret Carrigan Gerry Carskie Daniel Caruso
Richard Casey Tony Chiefari John Chin
255
Joseph Claramonte James Chorzempa Mary Ciavarella Daniel Cieplik
Jerry Cismoski Joseph Claps Vito Claps
William Clark Byron Clark William Clark GeraldineCodilis
Kevin Cogan Mary Rita Coit Nicholas Coletta
256
Ann Marie Corbo Ra\ mond Cortesi Kim Crawford William Crawford
Patrick Cullen John Cullerton William Cummins
Fred Czerwionka Bernadette Daczewitz Ralph Dado Diane Dalusia
Dennis Daiv James Dalv Thomas Dar
257
Mary Datz James Deacy Barbara DcBellis
Thomas Deenan John Dcizuilio Kenneth Deitze
Daniel Delboccio Mary DePauw Christine DiGrazia
Sharon DiViu Frank Dombrowski James Domino
258
Timothy Donahue Gail Dorcak Mary Fran Dougherty
Donald Dovle Thomas Drennan Daniel Drew
Joseph Drzazga Carol Dubas David Duccan
Michael Dvorak Jeanne Dver Ronald Eckert
259
Anthony Eirich John Ellsworth Kathleen Ellsworth Pierce Ennessy
Carla Epifani Kathleen Esposito Robert Essig
Timothy Fabian Albert Falasz Michael Falls David Farnsworth
Sue Fasano Friar Paul Fazio Nicholas Ferlis
260
Mary Both Ferraro Michael Finn Barbara Fischer Ellen Fitzserald
James Fitzgerald Joseph Flannigan Terrence Flannigan
Michael Flesor Jon Flooda. Jon Flvnn Patricia Flvnn
Duane Fontana David Ford John Fortini
261
Mary Elizabeth Frederick Robert Frey Jerome Fritz
Angela Fumo Gilbert Galicia Veryl Gambino
Gerald Gangloff William Garrett James Garvev
Kevin Garvey Patricia Gatziolis Kristine Gerisch
262
Beatrice Gianessi Vincent Gianfortune Priscilla Gietl
Mary Elizabeth Gibbons Joseph Gigante Hedwig Goepp
Michael Gogliotti Karen Goldberg Stephen Gorman
Robert Gretzor Virsinia Griffin Anthonv Guerriero
263
Leslie Gunther Douglas Gustason John Gyann Charles Haeflinser
Michael Haines William Hajek Dennis Halpin
William Hampes Michael Handle) Lee Ann Hanneman Dennis Hannon
Blondean Harmon Frank Harrold Robert Hauskneeht
264
Anne Haule Diane Heath Lynette Heier Richard Heiss
Thomas Heraty Elizabeth Herley Diane Herman
John Heuser William Hilger Stephen Hodits Carl Hodus
Frank Hoban Thomas Hogan Geraldine Houlihan
265
Leroy Huber Donald Hubert Brian Hucher
.lames Hurst Thomas Isiielski Susan Ilaria
Margaret Ivers Stephanie Jagueki Thomas Jakubowski
Kenneth Januski Barbara Jerome Georsie Job
266
Frank Johnson Jane Johnson Richard Johnson
Robert Johnston Ronald Joyner Joan Kaiser
Nancy Kalmes Richard Kareckas Donna Kash
Arnold Kazmer Margaret Kazmierski Joseph Kazmierski
267
Daniel Kedina Patricia Kehoe Michael Keliher Eleanor Kellerhals
Kathleen Kelley Robert Kelly Terrence Kelly
Michael Kennedy Charrmaine Kendziora Nancy Killeen Patrick Kilroy
Patricia Kinc Robert Kirch lulia Kirn
268
Dennis Kisiel Joseph Klod ;rr\ Klopack Bernard Knoth
James Kochan Leo Koenigshofer George Konehar
Thomas Konszal Janette Kopacz Barbara Kosik Marion Kownacki
Eileen Kraus Danielle Krol Michael Krsek
269
John Kuck Thomas Kuhn Edward Kuleck
Henrv kuncewicz Daniel Kusek Allen Kinchins
Donna Lach Lawrence Ladner Loretta Lalley
Paul Lamb Richard Lambert Daniel Lane
270
Josette Lansu Mary Lauer John Lavigne
»
:
James Lawler Russ Leist Marv Lendman
Mary Leonardo Henry Leseher Ervin Lesniewski
Dale Leuer Carl Lidd Steven Linslev
271
Kathy Lischwe Thomas Liska Laura Litrcnti Darlene Lorman
Georsie Lowman Marv Beth Lubbers :rrv Luciano
Craig Lundin Maureen Lynch Gregory Macaluso James Mac Arthur
Joseph Maciejewski James Maher Brian Mahoney
272
Pelene Mailhiot Kenneth Majewski Janet Malczewski Dennis Maleeki
Michael Malinowski Patricia Malony Thomas Maloney
Kathleen Marcoux James Marcus George Marinier William Markunas
Steve Marshall Gerard Martin Thomas Martin
273
Mary Kay Mastin Edward Matthews Robert Matusia
John Thomas Mazibrook Casmir Mazik Miehele Meaux
Marita Metz Philip Metzger Carol Michelini
Robert Michiels Frank Mierkiewicz Georsie Micala
274
Sharon Migalis Jack Monco Paul Monell Marty Moore
Joseph Moran Judith Morrassini Donald Murrav
Edward Mueller John Mueller Kevin Murphy Timothy McCann




Travis McClendon Patricia McElroy David McMahon William McMahon
Ann Marie McNeela Martin McNulty Katherine McSpadden
Eugene Nasete Carolyn Nash Carol Navickas Richard Ney
Maureen Neylon Mary Jane Nick Michael Niaro
276
Louise Nicosia Richard Norman Michael Novosel
J
Carol Nowicki Timothy Noworyta Leonard Nuzzo
Pesav Ochab Ellen O Connor Timothy Okal
James O Keefe Kathrvn O Rourke Susan O Rourke
277
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William O Toole Ralph Paguno Kathleen Paleczny
Carl Pallasch Kathrvn Pantelakis Leonard Paplauskas
Karen Parenti Jo Ann Paschen Lawrence Pasaquesi
James Payne James Peerv Marie Pellicore
278
Gino Peranti James Perlowski Eugene Pfretzschncr Edward Phillips
1 \1
John Piala Cheryl Piccinini Christine Piekarezyk
Karyn Pietrzak Thomas Pilat Anthony Pinelli Michael Pisani
Michael Pluta Philip Pokryfke Jeanne Poole
279
Daniel Pope Nicholas Preva: lohn Pircelli Anthonv Putis
Robert Pvler Mary Ann Rae/ak Dennis Rademacher
Voneenl Radosta Cathy Rankin William Radovich Peter Rant/
ludilh Rausch Clvde Reid Thomas Reilles
280
Jonas Reinys Doualas Renz Timothy Reuland
Eddie Marie Revnaud Joan Rile\ Marv Roberts
William Rodeghier Martha Rodriguez Lesley Romano
Fred Romano Joseph Romanowski William Romanelli
281
Elizabeth Rouillard William Rowan Maraaret Rowe
Walter Ruder Robert Ruhl Susan Russo
Rosemary Ryan William Ryan Jacob Rybczynski
Richard Sarna Edward Sabin Linda Safrinski Richard Sasak
282
Sharon Schuid Robert Seheid Joseph Schissler Carole Schloss
Donald Schmidt Frank Schmidt William Schmidt
Marilyn Schmit/ James Schofield Eugene Sehutter Phillip Schwartz
Linda Scott Marv Sebastian Dennis Dean Secara
283
Gail Seidensticker Steven Shanin Adrienne Shea William Shermaeh
James Shipman Lawrence Shroth Howard Simon
Jon Simonelli Joseph Skiffer Kathleen Skowronek Michael Slajchert
Sue Slingerland Doris Slomczewski Gregory Small
284
Eugene Smenos Theodore Smith Allen Snyder Donna Sob/ak
William Solinski Deborah Spears Allan Spector
Cynthia Stack Patricia Stack Thomas Stack William Starck
Alice Stepak Judy Stezowski Robert Strom
285
Raymond Strong Christopher Surek John Szkarski
Barbara Szosteki Cassandra Talso Peter Tantillo
JohnTarr Michael Tavine John Taylor
Thomas Tiernan Virginia Tony Mary Torgersen
286
Michael Tortorello Margatet Trop Lawrence Trzupek
Frank Turdon Madelyn Tyler Jeanette Valentine
Victoria Van Ellin Peter Vannucci Wayne Vedeckis
Martha Verasteaui Donald Vetrovec BetteVlamis
287
John Vlcek Helen Von Ebers Maria Vuocolo Robert Wagner
Ruth Wahlberg Catherine Walla Christopher Walsh
Mary Walsh Rita Walsh Robert Walsh James Walter
Fredrick Walters Bernard Waltos John Ward
288
Gregory Warda Richard Wegrzyn Thomas Weigland Richard Weigel
Marue Weis Dan Wetzel James Wielgoleweski
Lester Wo/niak Lawrence Wurs Ra\ mond Wilson Vera Wolf
Gary Worby Carolyn Wysocki Kenneth Yeaalin
289
Thomas Yock Albert Yurkus ErikaZak
James Zangrilli James Zavislak Emil Zbella






George Abdelnour Thomas Allaway C. R. Altenhof Donald Antonson
Barry Baker James Bergschneider Harold Birky
William Blatchford R. Bohlander Alan Brody F. R. Butchness
Thomas Church Chris Connor Gerald Connors
292
Richard Cook John Counhlin G. Crosthwaite James Daly
Georse Deeb Donald Demands Steven Dickens
Hardy Ensing Ralph Esposito Ronald Federspiel
293
F. W. Geoutis Timothy Gehrke John Gerding J. Giacheril
Michael Green M. J. Gryzlo Glenn Hansen
Owen Hilding C. A. Jacobson Joseph Kelliher Garry Jones
Patrick Kelly William Kelly Dickran Ketenjian
294
Theodore Kiersch Richard Kuehn Robert Lees Thomas Leischner
Y-^T
Peter Lio William LeMire William Lipari
John Madonia Joseph Maggio Robert Malone William F. Malone
Ronald Mazukelli Wayne Mors H. Mueller
295
Bill MeSweeney Richard Neis Alan Novich P. Ouellette
Lyn Page Richard Pittner Carl Pizzuti
TcdQuilitz Paul Raymond Forest Rea Neil Riley
Robert Kodde Roger Kay Bruce Sanders
296
Eugene Seklecki Mark Shedd Larry Slayen Neal Smith
Leon Spanbauer Larry Stokes LuWayne Stout
Frank Szatkowski Bob Tattenham Tom Timmons
Mark Washburn John Vlach Bruce Zimmerman
297
LAW GRADUATES
Howard P. Alterman Thomas C. Baratta Michael S. Basofin
Terrence R. Berwanger Raymond Blackstone Laslo Boldizsar
Michael F. Borun John X. Breslin Robert J. Butler
James O. Christv
298
Thomas B. Donovan Robert M. Duffy Joseph T. Fernim
Cezar M. Froelich Wayne Golomb Thomas W. Grant
John A. Grivetti Frank A. Hahn James R. Hardt
Thomas M. Haves
299
Henry A. Hauser Arthur L. Hunt James Keane
Charles H. Refer Matthew F. Kennedy Robert J. Kennedy
James J. Kubik Lawrence J. Kwacala Joseph T. Lavvlor
Noel C. Lindenmuth
300
Walter J. Liszka William Lyman Frank J. Maher
Louise Malucen Margaret Mary
Mc Donnell
James P. Meade
Robert A. Michalak Terry F. Mont/ Ronald R. Nosek
Patrick L.O'Donnel
301
Donald O'Sullivan Thomas Pennell Stephen Pokorny
Edward A. Ptacek John Radosevich Wendell A. Sebastian
Roaer H.Simon John A. Stemwedel James A. Sullivan
John P. Sullivan
302
Ronald A. Tash Cecelia A. Tomaszkiewicv Harry D. Tucker
Daniel K. Webb Richard F. Weiland Charles W. Williams





Allen Babcock Anthony Balestri Francis Bednarek
Timothy Betchel Michael Blick John Boyle
Walter Briney Thomas Cadier GeoreeCain
Robert Carlson John Castelli Donald Claeys
304
Joseph Cogan Daniel Collins John Covle
Norbert Cravbas David Davis Bruce Deckinga
Steven Dorfman Edward Drum Thomas Duff\
John Fabian Arthur Fillatraut Jay Fricker
305
Orland Ghionzoli Thomas Gietzen Mary Gresik
Albert Gualtieri Junji Hashimoto Stephen Hempelman
Robert Juskevieh Fred Kassis Teranee Kordash
Robert Krance Barrv Laven Alexander Lebedovych
306
John Leyland Mark Lucianru Phillip Mac
Alan Maaner James Maronic Stewart Marshall
John Mladino Thomas Murohv John Me Fadden
G. Miehael Nidiffer John Parker Riehard Pope
307
Michael Ranahun Thomas Reean Luther Rhodes
Robert Savereide Robert Sawchvn Robert Schmidt
William Schmitt Michael Schuetz Robert Schwaner
Robert Sinaiko Gar\ Steinecker Adam Sujdak
308
Gerald Sunko Allan Sutow Robert Swint
V 1
Howard Tope! Roaer Tra\cl Milton Vana
John Vecchio Jerome Wall David Wasserman




Chantel Alston Alyce Ambrosino
Linnettc Antoniou Kathryn Bloom Susan Burton
Barbara Cermak Linda Connolh
MaryConroy Jacqueline Deutsch Jeanne Dougherty
310
Rita Du Bois Diane Daddies
Barbara Duff Doris Dunkerlev Jane Dunne
Sherrill Dvorak Cathleen Dwyer
^
^ 1
Mary Jeanne Fitzgerald Marv Franklin LvnnGarstki
311
Patricia Haas kathy Harty
Mary Jo Henry Brother Alfred Hohlen Ancela Hollahan
Gail Jarvis Man Johnson
Sharon Jursich Margaret Kaminski Patricia Kaminski
312
Patricia Kauth Eleanor Kcllcrhals
»
J i . ^
Mary Kemp Susan Knisiht Susan Koval
Bett\ Kupper Veronica Lacis
Carolyn LeGra\ Diane Lewis Janice Meade
313
Rita Nagel
A • * J
Gerviase Nicklas
Michele Pond Thereas Powers Ruth Ann Pluta
Mary Sue Querfurth Judy Rudolph
Jovce Sakoda Theresa Scherl
314
Patricia Sheahan Teresa Smudzka Victoria Stachowicz
Sister Noreen Sweas Marv Thill Bernadette Tucker
Carol Turner Janet Velsor Judith Veraara











Wasmann Biological Society 1,
Pi Alpha Lambda 3,4, Vice Presi-
dent and Social Chairman, Sen-
ior Class President - Arts and
Sciences, L.S.G.A. Student Coun-
cil 4, S.A.B. Centennial Symposi-
um 4, Club Football Coordinator.
ARCHIBALD, JAMES
Park Ridge, Illinois B.A.
ATZHOBN, CAROL
Chicago, Illinois B.A.






Theta Phi Alpha 1,2,3,4, Re-
cording Secretary 3, Panhellenic
President 4, Curtain Guild 1,2,
Orientation Week 2.
BAILEY, SHIRLEY JEAN
East St. Louis, Illinois B.A.












Short Hills, New Jersey B.S.
Ski Club, Flying Club.
Sociology Student Council
BARZANO, WILLIAM J.
Franklin Park, Illinois B.A.




S.N.E.A. 1, Insight 1,2,3, Theta
Phi Alpha 2,3,4, Rush Chairman





Harwood Heights, Illinois B.A.
Delta Sigma Phi, Activities Chair-
man, Active of the Year.
BERNARD, BARBARA
Aurora, Illinois B.S.
Dorm Treasurer 1,2,3, Senate
1, Circumference 3,4, Phi Sigma
Tau 4, L.R.W.A. 1,2,3.
BEHEN, EDWARD
NICHOLAS
Evergreen Park, Illinois B.S.
Campion Hall President 4, Sena-












ence 3,4, Theta Phi Alpha 2,3,4.
Ways and Means Chairman 3,
Treasurer 4, Historical Society,
Secretary 3, S.A.B.. Panhellenic
Delegate 3, Secretary 4, Pan-
hellenic 3, Miss Loyola 4.
BELLIPANNI, JOSEPH
Elmwood Park, Illinois B.A.











Circle K. Vice President and
Treasurer, Tau Delta Phi.
BERMANN, MARC
Skokie, Illinois B.A.
Circle K, Vice President 3, Lt.









North Riverside, Illinois B.A.
BIESEMEYER, PAUL M.
Arlington Hts, Illinois B.A.
Campion Committeeman 1, 'Rifle




Des Plaines, Illinois B.S.








Young Republicans 1,2, Spanish
Club 1, Historical Society Vice
President 3.4, President 4.
BROWN, JOACHIM J.
LaGrange, Illinois B.A.
Gonzaga Hall Social Chairman
2. House Council 2,3, Assistant

























Loyola News 2,3, Religious Wel-
fare Committee 4.




Pompano Beach. Florida B.S.
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Sigma Pi Rush Chairman 4.
CAMPIONE, CARL A.
Chicago, Illinois B.A.




R.O.T.C. Rifle Team 1,2.3,4,
Captain 4, Scabbard and Blade
3,4, Wasmann Biological Society
2,3,4.
Beta Beta Beta 1, Phi Kappa Tau
CHORZEMPA, JAMES
Chicago, Illinois B.S.





























Athletic Staff, Campion Intra-
mural Sports.
CLAPS, JOSEPH MICHAEL
Elmwood Park, Illinois B.S.
Sigma Pi 1,2,3,4, I.F.C. Athletic
Director 3,4, R.O.T.C. 1,2,3,4,




Elmwood Park, Illinois B.S.
Sigma Pi 1.2,3,4, R.O.T.C. 1,2,






High Bridge, N.J. B.A.




Campion Hall President 2, S.A.B.














Wasmann Biological Society 2,3,4.
DARROW, THOMAS J.
Chicago, Illinois B.A.




L.R.W.A., Secretary 2, Vice











River Grove, Illinois B.S.
Alpha Sigma Alpha 1,2,3,4, Presi-
dent 3, Mathematics Club 3,4.
DECKINGA, BRUCE G.
Gainesville, Florida M.D.








Loyola News 1,2,3, Alpha Delta











Alpha Kappa Lambda Vice Presi-









Society 2, Loyola Dance Band
2,3,4.
DVORAK, MICHAEL A.
















Campion Hall Treasurer 1, Man-
resa 1, Alpha Siama Phi, Social
Chairman 2,3, H.E.A. 3. Pru-
dential Committee 3,4, Pledge




Alpha Sigma Phi, Phi Sigma Tau.
FALLS, MICHAEL D.
Oak Lawn, Illinois B.A.
Tau Kappa Epsilon 2,3,4, House







Executive Vice President - Sopho-
more Class Arts and Sciences,
Student Senator 1, Vice President
Sophomore Senate, Secretary of
the Rights and Regulations Com-







Accounting Club President, Sig-
ma Pi Academic Chairman,
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Oak Park, Illinois B.A.
Tau Kappa Epsilon 1,2,3,4, Sec-
retary 3,4, Rush Chairman 3,
S.A.B. 3,4, Chairman Coro-
nation Ball 3, L.S.G.A. 2,3,4,
Student Council 2, Student As-
sembly 3, Class Vice President
















East Peoria, Illinois B.A.
Sociology Council, Kappa Delta
































Arlington Hts.. Illinois B.S.




Psychology Club 1, TKE Ugly
Man 4, Phoenix 4, Rangers 1,2,
Gold Torch 1,2,3, Co-Chairman,
Intercollegiate Football 2,3,4,
Torch 2,3,4, Co-chairman for
CARE fund drive 3, Scabbard
and Blade Plebemaster 3,4, Co-
chairman Red Cross Hemo-
phelia Blood Drive 3,4, Dis-
tinguished Military Graduate,
Gonzaga Hall House Council,










Park Ridge, Illinois B.A.
Theta Phi Alpha 1,2,3,4. His-









Sigma Pi President 4, Secretary-
Treasurer Freshman Business
Class, Senator 2, President Jun-
ior Business Class. Beta Gamma
Siama, Blue Key, Alpha Sigma
Nu.
HOULIHAN, GERALDINE
Evergreen Park, Illinois B.A.
Dorm Treasurer 3, Dorm Vice






Delta Sigma Pi, Editor of Galleon
4, Marketing Club 4, Society for




Grape Boycott Committee 4, Stu-







Alpha Phi Omega, Secretary 2.
HAMPES, WILLIAM
Chicago, Illinois




Honors Council 2, Gonzaga Hall
Secretary 2, Ass't Treasurer 3,








Pi Alpha Lambda 2,3,4, Historian
4, Math Club 3,4.
HEATH, DIANE BERNA
Chicago, Illinois B.S.
Wassman Biological Society 1,2,
3, Cadence A.
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Wasmann Biological Society 1,
Alpha Sigma Phi 2.3.4.
IGIELSKI. THOMAS
Chicago, Illinois B.S.




Sy. Clairoville, Ohio B.A.
Loyola News 2.3.4. Features
Editor 3. Editor in Chief 4.
JANUSKI. KEN E.
Chicago, Illinois B.S.
Fine Arts Committee 4.
JOHNSON. RICHARD J.
Chicago, Illinois B.S.












Calumet City, Illinois B.S.
KEDING, DANIEL T.
Park Ridge, Illinois B.A.
KEHOE. PATRICIA




Honors Council Secretary 2, Cir-
cumference Vice President 4,







Student Welfare Board. Secre-





Alpha Sigma Phi 1.2.3.4.
KILROY. PATRICK
Chicago, Illinois B.A.
Orientation Week 3,4. Library
Committee Co-chairman.
KING. PATRICIA




Society for the Advancement of









Spanish Club President 2, Italian















Delta Sigma Pi Sergeant-at-





Tau Kappa Epsilon 2,3,4, Char-
din Anthropological Society 3.
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shall. Recording Secretary, Coed
Club 1.
LORMAN, DARLENE
Harwood Heights, Illinois B.A.





Ski Club 3.4. Rifle Club 3.
LUCIANO. JERRY C.
Chicago, Illinois B.A.
Alpha Delta Gamma. Spanish










MAC ARTHUR. JAMES D.
Arlington Hts, Illinois B.A.
Alpha Delta Gamma. Rush Chair-
man 2. Pledgemaster 3. Christian
Life Community 4.
LAMBERT. RICHARD
Crown Point, Indiana B.S.






Campion Hall Senate Vice Presi-
dent 2. Honor's Council 3,4.
Christian Life Community 2.3.4.
Blue Key 4, Alpha Sigma Nu 4.
LENDMAN, MARY
Chicago, Illinois B.A.
Readers* Circle 1.2.4. President
1, Historical Society 1,2,3,4.





Tau Kappa Epsilon 2.3.4. Karate










L.S.G.A. Academic Affairs Com-




W.L.U.C. 2.3, Curtain Guild 2.3.
Delta Sigma Phi 3.4.
LITRENTI. LAURA
Niks, Illinois B.S.
Theta Phi Alpha 1.2.3.4. Mar-
MACIEJEVVSKI. JOSEPH
Chicago, Illinois B.S.





































American Chemical Society 1,2,













Debating Society 1,2, Cheer-
leaders 1.2,3,4, Captain 3, J-
Board 3.
McMAHON. DAVID
Mt. Prospect, Illinois B.S.
Blue Key 3,4. Pi Delta Epsilon
3.4. Phi Siama Tau 3,4, Delta
Sigma Rho4, A.C.S. 1.2,3.4. De-
bate 1,2, Loyola News 2,3, News
Editor 3, Loyolan 4, Honors
Council 3, Young Democrats 1,
2,3, Graduation Committee 3,4,








Ski Club 1.2,3,4, Spring Carnival





Readers' Circle 1,2, Correspond-
ing Secretary 1, President 2,
Loyolan 1,2, Layout Editor 2,
Women's Rifle Team 1,2, Rome







Coed Club 2,3,4, Vice President
3,4. Theta Phi Alpha 3,4.
MOORE, MARTHA
Morton Grove, Illinois B.A.
Tri-Council 1, L.S.G.A. 1, Sopho-
more Senate, S.A.B. 2,3, Pub-
licity Chairman. Kappa Beta




Merge Student Government 4.
MUELLER, EDWARD B.
Chicago. Illinois B.A.
O.G.A. 2,3.4. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Vice President 3, Chairman Stu-
dent Centennial 4, Chairman
S.A.B. 4, Vice President L.S.G.A.
MURRAY. DONALD LEO
New Hartford, New York B.A.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
NARSETE. EUGENE M.
Park Ridge. Illinois B.A.







Glen Ellyn. Illinois B.A.
Student Government 2,3,4, Secre-
tary of Student Assembly 3, Loy-




Villa Park. Illinois B.A.
Student Body President 4. Vice












Readers* Circle Recording Secre-










Curtain Guild Secretary 3. Work-
shop 4, Italian Club.
PERONTI. GINO




Park Ridge, Illinois B.A.
Alpha Sigma Alpha 2.3.4, Cor-
responding Secretary Panhell 3.4.
L.S.G.A. 3,4, Sigma Pi Sweet-
heart 3. Ukranian Club 3.4. Vice




















Coed Club treasurer 4. Kappa
Delta Epsilon Historian.
S.N.E.A.. Phi Sigma Tau.
Gonzaga House Council 2.3.4.
Social Chairman 3. Floor Man-










Tau Kappa Epsilon President 4.
PREVAS. NICHOLAS M.
Chicago, Illinois B.A.




Arlington Heights, Illinois B.S.
Campion Government 2.3.




Oak Park. Illinois B.S.
RANKIN. CATHY
Chicago, Illinois B.B.A.





















L.S.G.A. Academic Affairs Com-
mittee Chairman 3, Christian
Life Community President 3, Vice
President 4. Blue Key Vice Presi-
dent 4. Alpha Sigma Nu, Phi
Sigma Tau. Board of Under-
graduate Studies 4, Student Wel-
fare Committee 4. Undergrad-





ation Education Committee 2.3.4.
RILEY, JOAN
Chicago, Illinois B.S.
Circumference 3.4. Alpha Sigma
Alpha 2,3.4. Honors Program
1,2,3.4. Honors Council 2.
RODEGHIER. WILLIAM T.
Chicago. Illinois B.A.
Tau Delta Phi Secretary 3. Vice
President 4, I.F.C. Judiciary





Alpha Sigma Alpha treasurer.
Phi Chi Theta, Business Adviso-











Coed Club 1.2.3.4. S.A.B. 1.
SCHEID. ROBERT
Glenview, Illinois B.S.




Alpha Kappa Lambda 2.3,4,
Young Republicans Vice Presi-
dent 3,4, Student World Feder-
alist 4, Freshman Orientation




Phi Mu 1.2.3.4. President 3.4.




Track and Cross Countrj 1.2.3.4.




Paterson, New Jersey M.D.




Rome Center Student Council
Board Member 3.
Historical Society 1.2.3.4. His-
torical Journal 2,3,4, Managing
Editor 3, Editor 4.
SECARA, DENNIS DEAN











Law Review Executive Editor.
National Moot Court Team,




Wasmann Biological Society 2,
Tau Delta Phi 1,2,3,4, Winter
Festival 2.3.
SIMONELLI. JON
Elmwood Park, Illinois B.S.
Siema Pi 1.2.3.4. I.F.C. 3. Dance
Band 1.2.3.4. President 4.
SKOWRONEK. KATHLEEN
Chicago. Illinois B.S.
Alpha Sisma Alpha 2.3. Editor 4.
Ski Club^2.3.4. L.A.S.O. 4.
SLAJCHERT. MICHAEL P.
Berwyn, Illinois B.A.











Circumference 3,4. Secretary 4.
Phi Sigma Tau 4, Alpha Lambda







Campion Student Senator 1 .2.3.4.












Loyolan 1,2,3,4, Photo Editor 3,
Editor-in-Chief 4, Gold Torch
1,2,3. Wasmann Biological So-




Math" Club Vice President 3,4,




Winthrop Hall President and Vice-
President 2. Orientation Week
Academic Coordinator 2. Theta




Alpha Sigma Alpha 1,2.3,4.
Pledge Trainer and Standards
Chafrman, Math Club 1,2.3.4.
Treasurer. Coed Club 1,2,3.4.
STARCK, WILLIAM L.









Kappa Beta Gamma 3,4. Chardin
Anthropological Society 2.3.4. Of-
ficer at Large 3,4. Corresponding




Alpha Siama Phi 2,3.4. President


















L.R.W.A. 1,2,3, Secretary of
Winthrop Hall 3, Psychology Stu-
dent Council 4, Student Repre-
sentative Psychology Under-




American Chemical Society 2,3.4.
TUDRON, FRANK B.
Chicago. Illinois B.S.






Evans ton, Illinois B.S.
Theta Phi Alpha Pledgemistress,
Vice President, Publicity Chair-





2,3,4, Tri Beta Biological So-



































Binghamton, New York B.A.
Freshman Basketball, L.S.G.A.
3, C.W.N. 3, Free School Com-





Gonzaga athletic director 3, Loy-
ola Men 1,2.
WALTER, JAMES C.
Rock Falls, Illinois B.B.A.
Blue Key 3, Alpha Sigma Nu 3,
Scholastic Honor Certificate 3,
Social-Academic Coordinator
and Treasurer Men's Interhall






























West Chicago. Illinois B.A.
Rangers 1.2.3.4. Scabbard and
Blade 3,4. President, Gold Torch
1,2,3. R.O.T.C. board of gover-
nors 3,4, treasurer. Rifle Team
1, Spanish Club 2.
WINEGAR. ROBERT










Student Judiciary Board 3,4.
Space Committee 3,4. Chair-
man. L.S.G.A. Elections com-



















Allegra, Mary Ann 119
Almerigi, Mary 250
Alpha Delta Gamma 136
Alpha Kappa Lambda 138
Alpha Kappa Psi 140
Alpha Omega 176
Alpha Phi Omega 142
Alpha Sigma Alpha 144
Alpha Sigma Nu 187
Alpha Siama Phi 146
Alpha Tau Delta 148
Altenhof, C. R 183,292




American Chemical Society 189

































Bandemer. Mary Catherine 251
Bank. Robert 187
Banks. Tom 186
Baratta. C. Thomas 179,298
Bardwell. Virginia 251
Barkhorn. Michael 251












































Beta Alpha Psi 190
Beta Beta Beta 190






















































































Businessmen for Loyola 42
Bussan. Linda 129.228,254
Bussian, Kalherine 254






























































































































































de la Paz. Maria 207
Delboccio. Daniel 258
Delaware Hall 102
Delta Siama Delta 177
Delta Siama Phi 150
Delta Sigma Pi 152
Delta Siama Rho 200



























































Eccles, J. C C40
Eckert. Ronald 259



































































Fritz, Jerry 153.187.191.21 1.262
















































































































Hanneman. Lee Ann 264
Hannon. Dennis 264
Hansen, Glenn 177.294
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Laven, Barry 306,180


























































































































































































































































































































































































Peters. Waller. S.J C35
Petersen. Barbara 175
Pfretschner, Gene 139,279
Phi Alpha Delta 179
Phi Beta Pi 180
Phi Chi 181
Phi Chi Theta 158
Phi kappa Theta 160
Phi Mu 162
Phi Siama Tau 229
Phillips. Earl 181
PHOENIX 208
Pi Alpha Lambda 164
Phillips, Edward 235,279
Pi Delta Epsilon 228
















































































Reuland. Timothy . .
. C30.187.19l. 194.229,281
Reuther, Walter C39
















































St. Amand. Allen 183






















































Shannon, Marv Jo 93
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Tau Delta Phi 168


















































Van Ellin, Victoria 196,287
Vana, Milton 181,309
Vannucci, Peter 287




































Warniment, Mary Ann 97
Wash. Karl . . .' 150
Washburn. Mark 183.297
Wasmann Biological Society 244
Wasserman. David 309
Watson, Mary Jo 97




















Wheeler, Norm ' 197
White. John 181
White. Thomas F 179





























Wvsocki. Carolyn C33. 1 96.229.289
Wysocki, Patricia 196.236
































Zielinski. Susan .' 156.290










The 1970 LOYOLAN. We call
it a yearbook, but it is much
more than just a book. It is a
living entity, conceived amid
a Hurry of planning, slowly and
painstakingly brought to matu-
rity with hours, days, weeks of
labor. In terms of production,
the book is "dead." Between
its covers, however, is a living
memorial, a microcosm. The
past year has been eternali/ed;
a slice of life has been taken
out and preserved.
The production of any book de-
mands much hard work, coop-
eration, and sacrifice from many
people. I would like at this time
to thank my entire staff for the
many hours of labor which they
unselfishly gave to the produc-
tion of "the" 1970 LOYOLAN.
I wish to give special thanks
to Dan Tracy, John Esposito,
Bonnie Zarling, Peggy Ochab,
and Dave Schaab.
It is unreasonable to expect
this book will elicit no crit-
icism. In planning it. I was
faced with many options, and
chose those which I felt were
most effectual. If. as Editor-
in-Chief, I can accept any praise
given to this product, then I
am also to be held responsible
for anything worthy of crit-
icism. My staff is not to be
castigated, for the) received
their instructions and per-
formed in all instances to the
best of their ability.




Marceline, Mo , L.S.A.




